SECTION GENERAL NOTES:

1. All sections/visions are top of concrete finish grade unless otherwise noted.
2. Do not include metal fabrication offset to other locations and profiles.
3. Refer to skatepark layout plan for actual horizontal locations.
4. Final grade earthwork and form work to be reviewed and approved by owners designated representative for skatepark construction.
5. All dimensions at bottom of souls.
6. Embankments, transitions are located at the cold joint.
7. Due to the unique and sculptural aspects of the skatepark, the location of elevations in the metal fabrication and skatepark layout plan (sheet B-1) and grading & storm drainage plan (sheet A-1).
8. Contractor shall have extensive knowledge and experience of skatepark construction and or concrete/steel fabrication.
9. Refer to specification section for specialty contractors required experience.
10. Metal fabrication not shown on sections - refer to construction plan for type and location.
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